Resident Cycle Parking Facilities
Part of strong cycling policies in Flanders’ main cities

- 37%
  - uses their bike more (and even for longer distances) then before

- 72%
  - rents a spot for care against theft and 27% against vandalism

- 43%
  - has lack of space at home and wants to protect bike against weather conditions

- 23%
  - Distance to residence

Type of bicycles
An average household rents a spot for 1,81 bikes

- 81%
  - Rear range bike
- 5%
  - Electric bike
- 6%
  - Balance bike
- 2%
  - Child bike
- 1%
  - Scooter
- 5%
  - Other

Distance to residence
When the bike is closer by, it is used more...

- 73%
  - 157 m

Average distance ≈ 243 m